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Sound is an amazing thing. Although it can neither be 
seen nor touched, it has the power to touch us and   
change the way we feel. Its invisible waves can send 
 shivers down our spines and make our skin tingle.  
It can make us laugh, and it can make us cry.  
We at Sennheiser have always strived to convey the  magic 
of sound in the most perfect way. The quest began in 
1945, when the electrical engineer Prof. Fritz Sennheiser  
created a  company he wanted to set new standards in  
the audio industry. A host of technological break - 
throughs soon  followed. 

One of the latest being our AMBEO® 3D audio technology, 
which will surely change the way we listen to sound  
in the future. A future we are very much dedicated to.  
As our self-imposed mission to “Shape the Future of  Audio” 
clearly shows. On this mission we are accompanied by 
many inspired and inspiring personalities like young  
sound artists, musicians, and DJs, who are just as  happy 
to use our products as are busy professionals and dis-
cerning music lovers. It is our passion for perfection and  
our enthusiasm for sound, which can be felt in all we do,  
that attracts our customers. Each of the products from 
our various lines is vivid proof of our dedication –  
whether it’s our life style headphones, our office headsets, 

our microphones and wireless sound systems or  
the new  handcrafted HE 1. The successor to our legen-
dary Orpheus from 1990/91 opens up a new  chapter 
in audio history, offering an unprecedented  audio 
 experience to the listener.

Yet despite our success, we’re still not satisfied.  
We’re too busy thinking about the years to come and 
how we can further shape the future of audio based 
upon the foundation of our company’s impressive  
heri tage and longstanding dedication to innovation:  
Because we don’t just want you to hear sound.  
We want you to experience it.

Please visit us at www.sennheiser.com for more 
 information.

Andreas Sennheiser 
Daniel Sennheiser  
(CEOs)

The Future  
of Audio
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High End Solutions. 

Premium  

Headphones.

When only the best is good enough, Sennheiser’s 
High End Solutions are sure to satisfy even  
the most demanding audiophile cravings. All of  
the products in this line offer premium  components, 
outstanding comfort and unparalleled sound 
 reproduction.

HD 800 S NEW

Sennheiser’s flagship HD 800 is reborn as the HD 800 S, 
with a striking new look and its unmatched sound signature 
now made even better. The enhanced sound reproduction  
of the HD 800 S is achieved through the addition of the  
innovative absorber technology that was  pioneered in the 
Sennheiser IE 800.

 – Additional balanced cable with XLR-4 plug 

 – Sound signature optimized by Sennheiser  
Absorber Technology

 – Matt black colour finish

 – Frequency response: 4 – 51,000 Hz (–10 dB)

 – Impedance: 300 Ω

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 102 dB
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IE 800 

Cutting-edge technology from Sennheiser makes the 
 impossible possible: an audiophile listening experience with 
remarkably small, lightweight ear canal headphones.  
The IE 800 may be compact, but the sound is enormous. 

 – Dynamic linear-phase driver with extremely wide 
 bandwidth (XWB)

 – Very low overall harmonic distortion 

 – Frequency response: 5 – 46,500 Hz (−10 dB) 

 – Impedance: 16 Ω

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 125 dB

HD 800 

Deep, rich sound with incredibly accurate rendition of  
all the subtle nuances of the music: Sennheiser’s  handmade 
HD 800 sets a standard that completely redefines the 
 audiophile listening experience. 

 – Realistic, natural sound reproduction  
with minimal resonance 

 – Unique dynamic transducer design

 – Frequency response: 6 – 51,000 Hz (−10 dB)

 – Impedance: 300 Ω

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 102 dB

HD 800  

Silver

IE 800 

Black
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HD 630VB 

Sennheiser’s HD 630VB offers amazing sound quality  
and a rotary bass dial for a fully personalized listening  
ex perience. Its closed-back design provides optimal  
noise attenuation, and the durable, lightweight aluminum 
components make the HD 630VB the obvious choice for 
audio phile listening on the go. 

 – Closed circumaural audiophile head phones with a  
collapsible design for  maximum portability 

 – Premium metal construction with solid aluminum  
ear-cups, yokes and sliders 

 – Frequency response: 10 – 42,000 Hz 

 – Impedance: 23 Ω

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 114 dB

 

HD 600 

If you’re looking for uncompromising sound quality and 
 outstanding value, the HD 600 is right for you. These 
 headphones offer significantly reduced the total harmonic 
 distortion (THD) so that your favorite  music can come  
alive in astounding purity and detail. 

 – Natural, expansive sound

 – Excellent transient response 

 – Frequency response: 12 – 40,500 Hz 

 – Impedance: 300 Ω

HD 650 

Another brilliant headphones within Sennheiser’s High 
End line, the HD 650 offers first-rate sound quality through 
the use of specially developed components and ground-
breaking technological innovations. Treat yourself to a 
 remarkable listening experience. 

 – Balanced, transparent sound

 – Elegant titanium silver finish 

 – Frequency response: 10 – 41,000 Hz 

 – Impedance: 300 Ω

HD 630VB  

Aluminium

HD 600  

Black

HD 650  

Black
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Home  

Audio & TV. 

Home  

Entertainment.

If you’re looking for a way to get more enjoy ment out 
of your television and home  entertain ment system,  
the products from Sennheiser’s Home  Audio & TV  
line are right for you. Hear dia logues, your  favorite 
 music and movies with a clarity and depth that have  
to be experienced to be be lieved.  Sennheiser offers  
a wide range of wireless digital and analog head- 
phone systems that grant a lot of freedom of move-
ment  without even the slightest reduction in sound   
quality. A choice of comfortable cable-bound  
headphones completes the range.

RS 185 

Sennheiser’s RS 185 makes it possible to enjoy dynamic, 
high-fidelity sound at home without the hassle of wires. 
These innovative, ergonomically designed headphones 
 deliver amazingly precise sound reproduction in uncom-
pressed digital wireless quality even as you wander  
from room to room. 

 – Open, circumaural headphones for an audiophile  
listening experience

 – Manual level control for precise sound reproduction

 – Balance control for setting the volume for the right  
and left ear

 – Optical digital and analog connection possible
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RS 175 

The RS 175 is a digital wireless system  
that offers an impressive range of features 
in a compact, ergonomic package. The 
bass boost and surround sound  listening 
modes allow you to experience your  
home entertainment system like never  
before, and the design is both comfor - 
table and user-friendly. 

 – Closed, circumaural headphones for 
pure TV and Hi-Fi entertainment

 – Dynamic bass boost for added power 

 – Two virtual surround sound modes  
for a more spatial stereo sound 

 – Optical digital and analog connection 
possible

RS 165 

The RS 165 provides vibrant, detailed  
stereo sound and digital wireless freedom 
in a compact, ergonomically designed 
package. Easy to use and  intuitive, just 
connect the included  multi-purpose 
 transmitter to your home system and  
enjoy. 

 – Closed, circumaural headphones  
for vibrant TV sound 

 – Dynamic bass boost for added power

RS 160 

A perfect introduction to Sennheiser`s  
digital wireless Home Audio & TV line, the 
RS 160 offers amazing value. The RS 160 
has realistic stereo sound with great bass 
response. Capable of serving up to four 
pairs of headphones, the base station is 
easy to connect to your home system. 

 – Powerful, bass-driven sound 

 – Compact, portable transmitter with  
multi-receiver capability 

RS 120 II

The RS 120 II delivers transparent, well- 
balanced sound together with exceptional 
bass response. Enjoy the wearing comfort 
of these wireless circumaural headphones 
while experiencing top-quality audio and 
total freedom of movement. 

 – Lightweight and comfortable 

 – Transparent sound with strong bass 

 – Headphones operating time:  
up to 20 hours 

 – Frequency response: 22 – 19,500 Hz
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RS 4200-II TV

Using these wireless lightweight head-
phones, you can now turn up the TV with - 
 out disturbing anyone else. The volume  
of your headphones can be easily  adjusted 
to your personal hearing preferences.  
The  ergonomic design makes them easy  
to slip on – without pressing on your ears or 
 temple – and leaves your hair unruffled. 

 – Reliable sound transmission even  
through walls and ceilings (up to 100m)

 – Compression function to ensure superior  
speech intelligibility

 – Left/Right balance control to adjust the  
volume for each ear separately

 – Automatic on/off function when head-
phones are put on or removed

IS 410 TV

With the IS 410 TV, it’s easy to listen to 
your favorite program at the  volume 
you want. You can now watch TV with  
your  friends and family, while adjusting  
the  volume of the headphones to your  
own  hearing requirements. These infrared 
 stereo headphones are intuitive and  
switch on  automatically as soon as you  
slip them on. 

 – Transmits sound within a room (60 m²)  
at a distance of up to 12m

 – Compression function to ensure superior 
speech intelligibility

 – Left/Right balance control to adjust the 
volume for each ear separately

 – A light and stylish design that leaves  
your hair smooth and unruffled

HD 65 TV 

The HD 65 TV is designed specifically  
to  enhance the television experience.  
Comfor table and lightweight, these head-
phones de liver crystal clear video dialogues 
and deep, spatial, realistic background  
sound that will make you feel like you’re  
part of the action. 

 – Extra-long 5.2 m connection cable 

 – Good attenuation of ambient noise 

 – Frequency response: 25 – 20,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 112 dB

HD 35 TV 

Sennheiser’s HD 35 TV offers clear, 
 balanced sound for maximum television 
 enjoyment, and its unobtrusive, light- 
weight design remains comfortable even 
after hours of use. 

 – Extra-long 5.2 m connection cable 

 – Independent volume control 

 – Frequency response: 30 – 20,000 Hz 

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 115 dB

RS 195

The RS 195 wireless headphones offer 
exceptional sound that can be fully per-
sonalized to your hearing. Sennheiser  
has  refined its technology to offer  simple 
and intuitive settings that enhance  
speech intelligibility and reproduce the 
slightest details of your favorite music.  
With the RS 195,  rediscover the plea sure  
of listening. 

 – Choice of settings to tailor sound  
to individual hearing requirements  
(7 pre-sets) 

 – “Speech mode” to reduce background 
noise and enhance speech intelligibility

 – “Music mode” to reproduce  delicate 
nuances using an increased dynamic  
range

 – Left/Right balance control to adjust the 
volume for each ear seperately
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HD 569 NEW

The closed HD 569 with around ear  
design brings a flexible option to the home  
entertainment space. It provides a  com- 
pact bass, adding further flexibility by  
making it possible to enjoy the full personal 
 experience without disturbing others. 

 – Powered by Sennheiser proprietary  
drivers, featuring a 38 mm 23 Ω 
transducer

 – Robust 3m and 6.3 mm jack and 
 additional 1.2 m detachable cable with 
3.5 mm jack with in line microphone  
and remote for call & music control 

 – Frequency response: 10 – 28,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 115 dB

HD 559 NEW

The open around ear headphones HD 559 
is the ideal choice for listeners seeking  
an optimal blend of all-round performance 
and quality for home entertainment. 

 – Deep bass sound

 – Soft, replaceable ear pads for  
enhanced comfort

 – Robust 3 m detachable cable and 
6.3 mm jack

 – Frequency response: 14 – 26,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 108 dB

HD 599 NEW

The open back HD 599 delivers im- 
pressive ly natural spatial performance.  
Topping  Sennheiser’s 500 series, the  
full sized  premium headphones offer near- 
audiophile levels of sound quality and 
exceptional  wearing comfort thanks to  
the large ear cups and soft replace - 
able ear pads.

 – Powered by Sennheiser proprietary  
drivers, featuring a 38 mm 50 Ω  
transducer

 – Robust 3 m detachable cable and  
6.3 mm jack and additional 1.2 m detach-
able cable with 3.5 mm jack; 6.3 mm to 
3.5 mm jack adaptor included

 – Frequency response: 12 – 38,500 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 106 dB

HD 579 NEW 

The HD 579 provides high end perfor- 
mance, delivering near audiophile levels  
of sound at home. With its full sized  
circumaural  design these headphones   
offer  exceptional wearing comfort  
thanks to the large ear cups and soft  
replaceable ear pads.

 – Powered by Sennheiser proprietary  
drivers, featuring a 38 mm 50 Ω  
transducer

 – Robust 3 m detachable cable and  
6.3 mm jack; 6.3 mm to 3.5 mm jack  
adaptor included

 – Frequency response: 15 – 28,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 106 dB
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MOMENTUM Wireless (M2 AEBT)

Momentum 2.0 Wireless is part of the all new,  second 
 generation Momentum headset family. Bluetooth  technology 
frees you from wires while new NoiseGard hybrid  active 
noise cancellation virtually eliminates unwanted  ambient 
sound further enhancing the audio experience. The  folding 
headband features hidden hinges providing portability. 
 Momentum 2.0 Wireless lets you experience crystal clear 
Momentum sound without being attached to a cable.

 – Wireless freedom with Bluetooth® 4.0,  
voice prompts and multi-connectivity 

 – VoiceMax™ technology for crystal clear speech  
transmission

 – Available in black or ivory

 – Frequency response: 16 – 22,000 Hz 

 – SPL (Passive: 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 113 dB

 

Music &  

Entertainment. 

Portable  

Headphones.

All of the headphones in this highly diverse line  
are distinguished by their  classic  design and 
 dynamic, balanced sound. Well  suited for a wide 
 variety of listening situations, these  models  
 offer outstanding comfort and are  con structed  
from durable, high quality parts for a life time of 
 listening pleasure wherever they come into use.   
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MOMENTUM On-Ear Wireless  

(M2 OEBT)

Technologically identical to the  
MOMENTUM Wireless, Sennheiser’s new 
MOMENTUM On-Ear Wireless delivers 
 incredible sound quality and the  wireless 
freedom of the  larger model in a more 
 compact, supra-aural design for truly  
exceptional portability. 

 – Robust, foldable headband for easy 
 storage on the go 

 – Available in black or ivory 

 – Frequency response: 16 – 22,000 Hz 

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 111 dB

 

MOMENTUM (M2 AEi & M2 AEG) 

Sennheiser’s second  generation  
MOMENTUM still delivers  outstanding 
sound quality, but it now features re - 
de signed, asymmetrical ear cups  fitted  
with even more padding for  greater com - 
fort. Furthermore, the foldable  design 
 allows  these headphones to be  stored  
away con veniently in the included 
 protective pouch. 

 – Crafted from high quality stainless    
steel with leather-covered headbands 
and ear pads

 – M2 AEi – Optimized for Apple iOS  
smartphones and tablets 

 – M2 AEG – For Samsung Galaxy™ 
 devices and most Android tablets and 
 smartphones 

 – Available in black, ivory and brown 

 – Frequency response: 16 – 22,000 Hz 

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 113 dB

MOMENTUM On-Ear  

(M2 OEi & M2 OEG) 

The second generation MOMENTUM  On-Ear 
rivals its larger counterpart in terms of  
pure audio enjoyment, but the reduced size 
and supra-aural design make these head-
phones an ideal companion on the go. Its 
luxurious feel and high quality components 
 guarantee that the MOMENTUM On-Ear will 
provide many years of listening pleasure. 

 – Robust, foldable headband for easy  
storage on the go 

 – M2 OEi – Optimized for Apple iOS  
smartphones and tablets 

 – M2 OEG – For Samsung Galaxy™  
devices and most Android tablets and 
smartphones

 – Available in black, ivory, brown and silver

 – Frequency response: 16 – 22,000 Hz 

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 112 dB
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URBANITE XL Wireless 

Created for city living, Sennheiser’s 
 URBANITE XL Wireless delivers  powerful, 
bass-driven club sound on the go as  
well as wireless freedom so that nothing 
will slow you down. The intuitive touch- 
acti vated control panel on the ear cup also 
guaran tees ease of use, and the durable 
 con struction is built to last. 

 – Massive bass and clear trebles 

 – Intuitive touch control panel 

 – Bluetooth 4.0, NFC, voice prompts, 
3-way-calling,  multi- connectivity 

 – Wireless connectivity to any Bluetooth® 
apt-X® enabled device 

 – 25 hours of music without recharging,  
15 days of stand-by time 

 – Premium materials and construction and 
a bold, contemporary design 

 – Voice-prompted status alerts

 – Frequency response: 16 – 22,000 Hz

 

MOMENTUM In-Ear Wireless NEW  

(M2 IEBT)

For uncompromised style, sound per  for  - 
mance and take-anywhere  mobility, 
 Sennheiser has created the  MOMENTUM 
In-Ear Wireless. The  premium neckband  
headphones com bine luxurious, high   
quality design with an exceptional  wire - 
less sound assured by Bluetooth 4.1, AAC  
codec support and  Qualcomm® apt-X™,  
for true hi-fi sound. 

 – Built with uncompromised  craftsmanship  
from premium materials including real  
nappa leather neckband

 – Custom machined stainless steel  in-ear  
sound tunnels for superior acoustic  precision

 – Convenient voice prompts and  
vibration alert (for incoming calls)

 – Frequency response: 15 – 22,000 Hz

 – SPL (1 kHz, 0 dBFS): 112 dB

 

MOMENTUM In-Ear (M2 IEi & M2 IEG) 

Stunning style and superior sound   
quality distinguish all of the models in the 
 MOMENTUM line, but now  Sennheiser has  
taken this successful formula and applied  
it to a  smaller package. The  MOMENTUM  
In-Ear provides pure audio  enjoyment in  
an extremely compact in-ear format. 

 – Machined stainless steel sound tunnels  
for remarkable acoustic precision 

 – High quality dynamic speaker system and 
excellent  attenuation of ambient noise 

 – M2 IEi – Optimized for Apple iOS 
 smart phones and tablets 

 – M2 IEG – For Samsung Galaxy™ devices 
and most  Android tablets and smartphones 

 – Available in Black/Red or Black/Chrome

 – Frequency response: 15 – 22,000 Hz 

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 118 dB
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URBANITE XL

Massive club sound, urban style and  
durable construction: Sennheiser’s 
 URBANITE XL has all of this and more.  
The  conveniently  collapsible design  
makes storage on the go easy, and the  
3-button inline remote and mic  pro- 
vide ease of use with either Apple iOS  
or  Samsung Galaxy™ devices. 

 – Take the club with you –  
Massive bass and clear trebles 

 – Extra rugged for heavy-duty use 

 – Frequency response (headphones):  
16 – 22,000 Hz 

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 110 dB

URBANITE 

Every bit as street-smart as its  larger 
 counterpart, the  URBANITE offers  power - 
ful bass response and durable con struc-
tion in a more compact on-ear format. 
 Portability is further enhanced  through the 
 collapsible design, and the 3-button  
inline remote and integrated mic on the  
cable have been  optimized for use with  
either Apple iOS or  Samsung Galaxy™  
devices. 

 – Take the club with you –  
Massive bass and clear trebles 

 – Extra rugged for heavy-duty use 

 – Frequency response (headphones):  
16 – 22,000 Hz 

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 118 dB
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HD 4.30i & HD 4.30G NEW 

Available in two variations, the HD 4.30i  
has been optimized for use with  Apple pro-
ducts, while the HD 4.30G is  fully   com - 
patible with Android devices. Both  models 
feature a 3-button remote con veniently 
located on the cable, which  allows you to 
control  music and take calls with ease, 
and the sturdy fol ding design makes these 
headphones durable and compact enough 
to be taken anywhere. 

 – Dynamic drivers from Sennheiser  
deliver satisfying, well-balanced sound 
repro duction with enhanced bass 
 response

 – Both variants available in black and white

 – Frequency response: 18 – 22,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 120 dB

HD 4.20s NEW 

Featuring an extremely durable  con- 
struction and a folding headband for easy 
storage when not in use, the HD 4.20s  
is perfect for listening to music and taking 
calls on the go. The convenient remote on 
the cable  allows to control portable device.

 – Dynamic drivers from Sennheiser   
deliver satisfying, well-balanced sound 
repro duction with enhanced bass 
 response

 – Secure around-ear fit ensures long hours 
of wearing comfort as well as attenuation 
of background noise

 – Frequency response: 18 – 20,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 118 dB

HD 4.50BTNC NEW 

Sennheiser’s HD 4.50 wireless headset 
brings great sound quality and NoiseGard 
Active Noise Cancellation to every day 
 listening on the move. With long-lasting 
battery life and a robust, foldable design, 
the closed back, around ear headset is 
the perfect companion to mobile devices, 
 allowing cable-free listening enjoyment 
and phone calls via Bluetooth. 

 – NoiseGard Noise Cancellation

 – Bluetooth 4.0 wireless with aptX®  
for true Hi-Fi sound

 – NFC for fast pairing with compatible 
 devices 

 – Frequency response: 18 – 22,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 113 dB

 

HD 4.40BT NEW 

Sennheiser’s HD 4.40 wireless   
head -set brings well balanced sound. 
With  long-lasting battery life and a 
 robust,  foldable design, the closed back,  
around ear headset is the perfect 
 companion to mobile devices.

 – Bluetooth 4.0 wireless with aptX®  
for true Hi-Fi sound

 – NFC for fast pairing with  compatible 
 devices  

 – Frequency response: 18 – 22,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 113 dB
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HD 2.20s NEW 

The HD 2.20s headset delivers popular 
Sennheiser sound quality and maximum 
portability for a truly satisfying listening 
experience on the go. The compact on-ear 
design sits securely and comfortably.

 – Ultra lightweight construction and 
 folding design

 – 1-button remote and microphone on  
the cable

 – Frequency response: 18 – 18,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 112 dB

HD 2.10 NEW 

Ultra lightweight and compact, the HD 2.10 
can be folded together when not in use. 
These headphones deliver  thoroughly  satis- 
fying sound reproduction with  powerful 
bass response. 

 – High quality components and materials 
guarantee years of reliable use 

 – Secure on-ear fit ensures hour after hour 
of wearing comfort 

 – Frequency response: 18 – 18,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 110 dB

HD 2.30i & HD 2.30G NEW 

The HD 2.30 is a compact, extremely 
 lightweight pair of headphones that  makes 
it easy to get the most out of  portable 
 devices. Available in two variations, the  
HD 2.30i is optimized for use with  
Apple products, while the HD 2.30G is  
fully compatible with Android devices. 
Both models feature a 3-button remote  
and microphone, which conveniently  
allow to control music and take calls.

 – Dynamic drivers from Sennheiser  
deliver accurate, well-balanced sound

 – Robust and folding design

 – Both variants are available in black  
and white

 – Frequency response: 18 – 22,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 115 dB
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IE 8i

The IE 8i marks a milestone in the  
deve lopment of the ear-canal headset.  
Incredibly compact and lightweight,  
the IE 8i  delivers rich, high-fidelity stereo 
sound and  optimal attenuation of back-
ground noise,  while  allowing you to fine-
tune the bass re sponse, control music 
play-back and make or take calls with  
your Apple device. 

 – Excellent attenuation of ambient noise

 – Dynamic drivers with powerful 
 neodymium magnets ensure outstan-
ding  accuracy and clarity 

 – Frequency response: 10 – 20,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 125 dB

. 

reo 
k-

CX 5.00i & CX 5.00G

The CX 5.00 delivers impressive sound 
 quality and superior bass response as well  
as functionality and  convenience.  Featuring 
an in-line remote with an  inte grated mic,  
the CX 5.00 allows you to take calls and  
listen to music with just the push of a button. 

 – Ergonomic, angled design for excellent 
in-ear comfort

 – The CX 5.00i is available with in-line 
 remote control for Apple smartphones  
and tablets

 – The CX 5.00G is available with in-line 
 remote control for Windows phones 
and Android devices such as Samsung 
 Galaxy™ models 

 – Frequency response 16 – 22,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 118 dB

IE 60 

The dynamic drivers and powerful 
 neo dymium magnets in Sennheiser’s  
IE 60 provide outstanding sound  
quality with  thrilling bass response as 
well as a level of noise attenuation  
not normally achieved by an ear-canal 
headset. Durable housing and a robust 
cable  complete the picture, gua ran  - 
teeing years of  listening enjoyment. 

 – Excellent attenuation of ambient noise

 – Extremely durable housing and a  
 rugged cable

 – Frequency response: 10 – 18,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 115 dB

IE 80

Sennheiser’s IE 80 offers  remarkable  
sound quality and optimal  noise attenu-
ation in an extremely compact  in-ear 
 format. The rugged metal housing is 
 r obust enough to withstand years of 
 heavy-  duty use, and despite its small 
size, the IE 80  allows you to fine-tune  
the bass  level thanks to the imple-
mentation of truly  revolutionary 
 technology. 

 – Extremely durable housing and a 
 rugged,  detachable cable

 – Unique manual frequency response 
 tuning function 

 – Frequency response: 10 – 20,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 125 dB
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MX 585

Although compact and extremely 
 lightweight, Sennheiser’s MX 585 still   
delivers remarkably clear, detailed  
sound with  powerful bass response.   
An  integrated volume control enhances 
convenience for optimal listening  
pleasure. 

 – Stereo sound with impressive bass 
 response 

 – Integrated volume control 

 – Frequency response: 18 – 20,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 118 dB

MX 375

The compact, ergonomic design of the 
MX 375 provides a truly comfortable wea - 
ring experience, and the high-performance 
 dynamic drivers deliver powerful, booming 
bass re sponse for outstanding sound on  
the go. 

 – Dynamic drivers for powerful,  
booming bass 

 – Ergonomically designed for an   
optimum fit and comfort 

 – Frequency response: 18 – 22,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 122 dB

CX 3.00 

The CX 3.00 offers highly detailed sound 
 reproduction and enhanced bass  response  
in an incredibly small package. The in-ear 
design reduces ambient noise to a  minimum, 
and the included set of ear adapters in  
four different sizes guarantees a personali-
zed fit. 

 – Detailed sound and enhanced bass 
 response

 – Convenient storage pouch included 

 – Frequency response 17 – 21,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 118 dB

m, 

CX 2.00i & CX 2.00G

Sennheiser’s CX 2.00 delivers the rich, 
 vibrant, bass-driven sound you’ve come  
to expect from a Sennheiser product.  
The 3-button in-line remote and integrated 
mic let you answer calls and control music 
 with the push of a button.

 – Vibrant sound and enhanced bass 
 response

 – Optimized shape and size for a perfect  
fit and outstanding comfort 

 – Frequency response 17 – 20,000 Hz 

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 119 dB

 – The CX 2.00i is available with in-line  
remote control for Apple smartphones 
and tablets

 – The CX 2.00G is available with in-line  
remote control for Windows phones  
and Android devices such as Samsung 
Galaxy™ models

CX 1.00 

Sennheiser’s CX 1.00 provides a powerful 
sound experience with deep, punchy bass, 
and the extremely compact design guaran-
tees comfort. Furthermore, the included 
set of ear adapters in four different sizes 
 ensures a proper fit as well as the effec- 
tive attenuation of ambient noise. 

 – Precise, powerful sound reproduction  
and amazing bass response 

 – Ultra compact design for enhanced  
comfort

 – Frequency response 17 – 20,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 119 dB

d 
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DJ &  

Monitoring. 

Professional  

headphones.

Sennheiser’s DJ and Monitoring headphones  
are designed to deliver maximum performance  
under even the most demanding conditions.  
All of the models in this line provide effective  
attenuation of ambient noise, allow precise  
sound monitoring and are robust enough to  
withstand years of pro fessional use in the  
club or sound studio. 

HD 7 DJ

Designed to meet the needs of the working DJ, the  
HD 7 DJ delivers impressive sound quality and powerful, 
 accurate bass. Constructed of rugged, lightweight  
parts,  these  headphones are built to withstand years of 
 heavy-duty use, and the ear cups can be rotated 210°  
for easy one-ear  monitoring and storage. 

 – Excellent sound reproduction across the audible range 
thanks to Sennheiser’s proprietary acoustics system 

 – Single-sided coiled cable can be attached to either ear 
cup; straight cable included (both up to 3m)

 – Impedance: 95 Ω

 – SPL (at 1 kHz/1 Vrms): 115 dB

37DJ & MONITORING
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HD 205-II

Sennheiser’s HD 205-II provides all of the sound quality, 
noise attenuation and  durability needed by  professional  
DJs in a compact, medium-sized, supra- aural format.  
The rotating ear cups and single- sided cable guarantee  
a  user-friendly sound experience. 

 – Outstanding passive attenuation of  
ambient noise 

 – Rotatable earcup for one-ear listening 

 – Frequency response: 14 – 20,000 Hz 

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 112 dB

HD 205-II  

Schwarz



TRAVEL 4140

Travel. 

Portable  

Entertainment.

First-class travel requires first-rate sound, and the 
headphones from Sennheiser’s Travel line fit the 
bill. Comfortable enough to wear for hours on end 
and durable enough to withstand the rigors of  
life on the go, all of the headphones in this line 
have been designed with the traveler in mind, and 
they all provide effective attenuation of ambient   
noise, allowing you to enjoy truly outstanding 
sound  quality even when you’re far from home. 

PXC 550 NEW

Sennheiser’s PXC 550 Wireless headphones upgrade your  
travel to First Class. Designed specifically for the  dis cerning 
business traveler, they deliver  Sennheiser’s exceptionally 
high quality sound performance,  class-leading adaptive  
noise cancellation and speech  clarity and intuitive ease of 
use in a discreetly stylish,  compact foldable  headphone. 

 – NoiseGard Adaptive Noise Cancelling 

 – Up tp 30 hours of battery

 – Sound optimization with life app 

 – Frequency Response: 17 – 23,000 Hz

 – Impedance: Active 490 Ω / Passive 46 Ω

  



TRAVEL 4342

PXC 480 NEW

Sennheiser’s PXC 480 is the perfect,  premium travel 
 companion.  Featuring the audio specialist’s high  quality 
sound  performance, the compact  foldable  headphones   
offer  NoiseGard™ active cancel lation and an inline  
mic for taking calls – everything you need to enjoy travel  
in  comfort. 

 – NoiseGard™ noise cancellation for  suppression  
of plane and train noises

 – Frequency Response: 17 − 23,000 Hz 

 – Impedance: Active 150 Ω / 45 Ω

CXC 700 

The CXC 700 is a perfect choice for  business travelers  
and frequent flyers,  featuring the latest, most advanced 
 version of Sennheiser’s active  noise  cancellation  
technology as well as a  TalkThrough  function for hands-
free  communication on the go. Wherever you happen to be, 
you’ll still be able to  enjoy your favorite music and to keep  
in touch. 

 – Highly advanced acoustic system for excellent  
audio  performance 

 – Audio transmission that always works –  
even in passive mode and without  batteries 

 – Frequency response: 20 – 21,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 111 dB

PXC 480  

Black

CXC 700 

Black



4544 GAMING

Gaming. 

PC, Mac and  

Console.

Time spent with gaming is quality time, and that’s 
why Sennheiser has developed a line of  products 
that deliver the pure emotion and  excitement ne-
cessary to give you an optimal gaming  experience. 
 Compatible with a wide variety of platforms, all of 
Sennheiser’s 2-jack gaming headsets can also be 
used with Mac, PS4™ and other consoles featuring 
a 3.5 mm input thanks to the PCV 05 and PCV 07 
audio adaptors. Let the games begin.

GAME ZERO

Sennheiser’s GAME ZERO is a top-of-the-line gaming  
headset that shuts out ambient noise and lets you  
totally  immerse yourself in your gaming experience.  
Its ergonomic design, comfortable fit and amazing  
sound guarantee hours of pure gaming pleasure. 

 – Tailored leatherette triple-layered  memory foam  
ear pads ensure the best acoustic seal and comfort 

 – Crystal clear conversations are ensured with the  
professional noise cancelling microphone

 – Exchangeable cables for multiple platform usage 

 – Frequency response: 15 – 28,000 Hz 

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 108 dB

 – Available in black and white
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GAME ONE

Sennheiser’s GAME ONE features  
an exceptionally comfortable open  
design that delivers accurate,  
natural sound  experience and allows  
air to circulate  freely so you’ll be  
able to keep a cool head even when  
the game gets hot. 

 – Crystal clear conversations  
are  ensured with the professional  
noise  cancelling  microphone 

 – Exchangeable cables 
for multiple  platform usage 

 – Frequency response: 15 – 28,000 Hz 

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 116 dB 

 – Available in black and white

PC 373D NEW

PC 373D is a high end open  
acoustic  gaming headset that  
 delivers  incredibly immersive 7.1 Dolby   
Surround Sound and crystal clear  
gaming communi cations thanks  
to its high  quality,   noise-cancelling 
microphone. The sleek Surround  
Dongle and  powerful PC  software  
perfectly  optimize your  experience  
for com petitive and  immersive  
gaming, and even music.

 – 7.1 Dolby Surround Sound

 – High comfort cushioned headband 
and plush velvet ear pads

 – Frequency response: 15 – 28,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 116 dB

GSP 300 NEW

GSP 300, is the ultimate upgrade for   
those wanting to take their gaming to  
the next level: Ultra comfortable  memory 
foam ear pads ensure best-in-class 
acoustic  isolation while its broadcast 
quality,  noise-cancelling microphone 
 minimizes background noise so you can 
stay  immersed in the game.

 – Sennheiser sound quality with improved 
bass performance and acoustic clarity

 – Superior comfort and fit due to split 
headband

 – Frequency response: 15 – 26,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 113 dB

GSP 350 NEW

The GSP 350 gaming headset brings  
an incredible level of immersion to  
PC  gaming with incredible Dolby 7.1  
 Surround Sound. Get ready to go  
further into the game.

 – 7.1 Dolby Surround Sound for  
superior gaming immersion

 – Memory foam ear pads for best-in-class  
acoustic seal and comfort

 – Frequency response: 15 – 26,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 113 dB
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PCV 05

The PCV 05 Audio Combo Adaptor lets 
you use any of Sennheiser’s 2-plug 
( microphone & audio) gaming headsets  
on PS4™ and other consoles with a  
3,5 mm jack input. 

 – 2 x 3,5 mm stereo jack plug to  
1 x 3,5 mm 4 pole jack plug.

PCV 07

The PCV 07 Combo Audio Adaptor lets 
you use any of Sennheiser’s 2-plug 
( microphone & audio) gaming headsets  
on Mac consoles. 

 – 2 x 3,5 mm stereo jack plug to  
1 x 3,5 mm 4 pole jack plug.

GSX 1000 NEW

Designed primarily for gaming, the  
GSX 1000 audio amplifier features a  
Sennheiser binaural rendering  
engine. The groundbreaking 7.1 Virtual  
Surround Algorithm was developed  
with the needs for professional gamers  
in mind. Experience surround sound on  
a new level. The intuitive LED touch  
panel and aluminum volume ring allow  
for rapid finger tip control of your  
sound, so there’s no need to tab out of  
the game to tweak your settings.  
It works with PC and Mac.

 – Surround Sound reborn

 – Delivering outstanding audio perfor-
mance in movies, music and games

GSX 1200 PRO NEW

Designed for the competitive  
eSports arena, the GSX 1200 PRO audio 
 amplifier features a groundbreaking  
7.1.  Virtual  Surround Algorithm.  Experience 
 Surround Sound on a new level. Precise  
control of both game and communication 
sound,  allowing separate adjustments  
and switch between headphones and  spea - 
kers  without unplugging cables. Get   
ready for the tour nament and connect up  
to 8 GSX 1200 PRO’s together for hard-  
wired lag-free communication and control  
of inbound and outbound chat. It works  
with PC and Mac.

 – Chat Link – connect up to 
8 GSX 1200 PRO’s together for  
hard- wired lag-free communication
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Sports. 

Portable  

Entertainment.

All of the products from Sennheiser’s Sports  
line offer a perfect fusion of sound,  performance 
and ergonomic design for people with a  passion 
for sporting activities. Created upon the basis of 
 specially commissioned university  research into 
the impact and challenges of extreme  move ment 
on sound quality, comfort and fit, all of  these head-
sets utilize high-tech materials carefully  selected 
to  ensure comfort, water resistance,  durability 
and hygiene, while delivering excellent, energizing 
sound with significantly reduced structure  
borne noise. 

MX 686G 

Combining innovative design and impressive sound   
quality, Sennheiser’s MX 686G is a perfect companion  
for long runs on the open road. The clever Slide-to-Fit  
mechanism  ensures that these earphones sit comfortably 
and  securely, and the high-output drivers deliver  
remarkable stereo sound. 

 – Inline smart remote and mic on the cable are    
compatible with most smartphones and portable  
players  (including Android, Windows Mobile and 
 Blackberry devices) 

 – Maximum ruggedness and durability –  
sweat and  water-resistant 

 – Anti-bacterial ear adapters  
(Steritouch anti bacterial  additives)

 – Frequency response: 18 – 20.000 Hz

 – SPL (1 kHz/1 Vrms): 118 dB
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CX 686G

Stay focused on your workout with 
 Sennheiser’s CX 686G. The  innovative 
 Slide-to-Fit mechanism guarantees a 
 secure, comfortable fit, and the robust, 
 ultra lightweight design is rugged  
enough to withstand the punishment 
of heavy- duty use while you enjoy 
 out standing stereo sound. 

 – Inline smart remote and mic on the cable  
are compatible with most smartphones 
and portable players (including  Android, 
Windows Mobile and Blackberry  devices) 

 – Maximum ruggedness and durability –  
sweat and water-resistant 

 – Anti-bacterial ear adapters  
(Steritouch anti bacterial additives) 

 – Frequency response: 18 – 20.000 Hz

 – SPL (1 kHz/1 Vrms): 118 dB

PMX 686i & PMX 686G

Sennheiser’s PMX 686 remains securely 
in place no matter what the sporting 
 activity is, and thanks to the innovative 
 in-ear design, the user will always  
be able to hear what’s going on while  
still  enjoying first-rate  stereo sound. 

 – Inline smart remote and mic on the 
 cable are compatible with most smart-
phones and portable players (inclu- 
ding  Android, Windows Mobile and 
Blackberry  devices) 

 – Maximum ruggedness and durability –  
sweat and water-resistant 

 – Anti-bacterial ear adapters  
(Steritouch anti bacterial additives) 

 – Frequency response: 18 – 20.000 Hz

 – SPL (1 kHz/1 Vrms): 120 dB

OCX 686i & OCX 686G 

The high-output drivers of the OCX 686 
deliver amazing sound quality, and its 
 innovative ear-canal coupling and  cable 
routing work together to help reduce 
 background noise to a minimum. Further-
more, its ergonomic design ensures  
that the OCX 686 sits  comfortably, and  
the ear hooks provide extra hold for  
maximum freedom of movement. 

 – Inline smart remote and mic on the cable  
are compatible with most smartphones 
and portable players (including  Android, 
Windows Mobile and Blackberry  devices) 

 – Maximum ruggedness and durability –  
sweat and water-resistant 

 – Anti-bacterial ear adapters  
(Steritouch anti bacterial additives) 

 – Frequency response: 18 – 20.000 Hz

 – SPL (1 kHz/1 Vrms): 120 dB
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Internet Telephony. 

Communication.

Communicate in perfect clarity with the  
products from Sennheiser’s Internet Telephony 
line. It’s time to say hello to internet tele- 
phony and goodbye to expensive phone bills. 

PC 36 CALL CONTROL

With an advanced noise cancelling microphone and 
 Sennheiser sound quality, the PC 36 CALL CONTROL is  
the ideal headset for internet telephony, music, movies  
and more. The 3-in-1 call control unit on the headset lets 
you quickly adjust the settings and take calls. 

 – Stereo USB headset with 3-in-1 control 

 – Adjustable microphone boom arm 

 – Frequency response: 40 – 18,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 109 dB
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5756 INTERNET TELEPHONY

PC 230 

This multimedia headset delivers first- 
 rate stereo sound and enhanced comfort 
for enjoyable telephony and a truly  
satisfying entertainment experience.  
Features such as automatic micro- 
phone muting, left/right reversibility  
and a volume  control on the ear cup  
place the PC 230 in a class of its own. 

 – Integrated volume control 

 – Automatic microphone mute by  
raising the boom arm 

 – Frequency response: 18 – 22,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 113 dB

PC 26 CALL CONTROL 

The PC 26 CALL CONTROL delivers  
all of the comfort and convenience of a 
 single-sided headset, and its 3-in-1  
control unit lets you easily adjust the  
settings and take calls. HeadSetup  
software is included. 

 – Single-sided USB headset with  
3-in-1 control 

 – Adjustable microphone 

 – Frequency response: 40 – 18,000 Hz 

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 109 dB

PC 131 

The PC 131 offers outstanding stereo  
sound and is perfectly suited for gaming, 
internet telephony and other VoIP  
appli cations as well as for listening to  
music and watching movies. Both  
lightweight and comfortable, the  
PC 131 is ideal for extended periods  
of use.  

 – Stereo headset with single-sided cable 

 – Robust microphone for high speech  
intelligibility 

 – Frequency response: 30 – 18,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 112 dB

PC 31-II 

Upgrade your sound experience with 
 Sennheiser’s PC 31-II multimedia headset. 
Its improved noise cancelling  micro- 
phone delivers your conversations with 
 clarity while the lightweight double- 
sided  headband is fully adjustable for  
wearing comfort all day long. 

 – Stereo lightweight headset

 – Adjustable microphone boom arm 

 – Frequency response: 40 – 18,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 109 dB

g,
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PC 3 CHAT 

Sennheiser’s PC 3 CHAT is extremely  
easy to use and durable enough to with-
stand even heavy-duty use. Its noise  
cancelling microphone ensures clear  
communication, and its outstanding  
sound quality brings enjoyment to both  
internet telephony and music listening. 

 – Light and comfortable

 – Easy to use

 – Frequency response: 42 – 17,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 95 dB

PC 2 CHAT 

Immerse yourself in Sennheiser sound  
with the PC 2 CHAT. This headset is perfect 
for those who want to communicate   
clearly and comfortably over the  Internet, 
and its single-sided design allows you  
to stay aware of your surroundings at  
all times. 

 – Light and comfortable 

 – Easy to use

 – Frequency response: 42 – 17,000 Hz 

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 95 dB

PC 7 USB 

The PC 7 USB lets you communicate  
with the world and stay in touch with your 
surroundings at the same time. You’ll 
 always have one ear free thanks to the  
single-sided design, and the USB plug-
and-play feature enables a quick,  
easy connection to your computer. 

 – Light and comfortable 

 – Single-sided design

 – Frequency response: 42 – 17,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 95 dB

PC 8 USB 

Sennheiser stereo sound quality, a  
noise cancelling microphone and a con- 
venient in-line volume/mute control  
unit are just some of the advantages of  
the PC 8 USB. Add to these a USB plug-
and-play feature and you have a head- 
set that represents the ultimate in  
convenience and quality. 

 – Light and comfortable 

 – Integrated volume control 

 – Frequency response: 42 – 17,000 Hz

 – SPL (at 1 kHz, 1 Vrms): 95 dB



6160 MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS

Mobile  

communications. 

Wireless. 

Whether they’re in the office or out on the road, 
modern professionals need to keep in touch with 
their customers and colleagues, and Sennheiser’s 
wireless business headsets are designed to  
make sure that the communication is loud and  
clear. Groundbreaking technology, convenient  
features and quality construction ensure that the 
products in this line deliver all of the reliability  
and per formance that professionals need to stay  
at the top of their business.

PRESENCE™ BASIC 

Sennheiser’s PRESENCE™ BASIC is a premium  Bluetooth® 
headset designed for busy professionals on the go. 
 Advanced technology from SpeakFocus™ and WindSafe™ 
enhances communication in noisy environments,  delivering 
optimal voice clarity and speech intelligibility, and this 
headset provides up to 10 hours of call time. 

 – Optimized speech clarity – due to unique SpeakFocus™ 
technology 

 – Wind noise reduction – due to WindSafe™ technology

 – Hearing protection – ActiveGard® technology protects 
you from acoustic shock and sudden sound surges 

 – Extended talk time – Up to 10 hours narrowband  
and 8 hours wideband call time
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EZX 80 

The EZX 80 is a Bluetooth® headset  
that provides up to 10 hours of use and  
10 days in standby mode so you’ll  
always be in touch. Automatic voice 
prompts even let you know when  
it’s connected to your  phone and how 
much battery time you have left. 

 – 10 hours of talk time

 – Automatic voice prompts

EZX 70 

Sennheiser’s EZX 70 is a mono  
headset featuring Bluetooth® for op- 
timal wireless connectivity to your  
smartphone. You’ll  enjoy hands-free  
communication and  audio content  
in outstanding sound quality thanks  
to innovative Sennheiser’s HD voice  
technology. 

 – Offers up to 8 hours talk time and  
10 days standby time.

 – Convenient and quick USB charging. 

 – Great comfort and look with only  
9 grams.

 

VMX 200-II 

Compact yet powerful, Sennheiser’s 
VMX 200-II with Bluetooth® wire- 
less  technology offers all the latest  
features in a robust, elegant package.  
Designed to meet the needs of pro- 
fessionals on the go, the VMX 200-II  
is ideal for calls, podcasts, music  
and audio books. 

 – 12 days of standby time, 10 hours  
of talk time 

 – Long-lasting wearing comfort 

 – Automatic voice prompts
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HD 800 S 06 • • •

HD 800 09 • • •

IE 800 09 • • • • • •

HD 650 11 • • •

HD 630VB 11 • • • • • • • • •

HD 600 11 • • •

Home Audio & TV

RS 185 12 • • • •

RS 175 14 • • • • •

RS 165 14 • • • •

RS 160 15 • • • •

RS 120 II 15 • • • •

RS 195 16 • • • • •

RS 4200-II TV 16 • •

IS 410 TV 17 • • •

HD 65 TV 17 • • •

HD 35 TV 17 • • •

HD 599 NEW 18 • • •

HD 579 NEW 18 • • •

HD 569 NEW 19 • • • • • •

HD 559 NEW 19 • • •

Music & Entertainment

MOMENTUM  
WIRELESS 20 • • • • • • • • •

MOMENTUM  
ON-EAR WIRELESS 22 • • • • • • • • •

MOMENTUM (M2 AEi) 22 • • • • • • •

MOMENTUM  
(M2 AEG) 22 • • • • • •

MOMENTUM  
ON-EAR (M2 OEI) 23 • • • • • • •

MOMENTUM  
ON-EAR (M2 OEG) 23 • • • • • •

MOMENTUM  
IN-EAR WIRELESS 
(M2 IEBT) 

NEW 24 • • • • • • • •
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MOMENTUM  
In-Ear (M2 IEi) 24 •  • • • • •

MOMENTUM  
In-Ear (M2 IEG) 24 • • • • •

URBANITE XL  
WIRELESS 25 • • • • • • • • •

URBANITE XL 26 • • • • • • •

URBANITE XL  
Galaxy™ Black 26 • • • • • • •

URBANITE XL  
Galaxy™ Denim 26 • • • • • • •

URBANITE 27 • • • • • • •

URBANITE  
Galaxy™ Black 27 • • • • • • •

URBANITE  
Galaxy™ Denim 27 • • • • • • •

HD 4.50 NEW 28 • • • • • • • • •

HD 4.40 NEW 28 • • • • • • • • •

HD 4.30i NEW 29 • • • • • • •

HD 4.30G NEW 29 • • • • • •

HD 4.20s NEW 29 • • • • • • • •

HD 2.30i NEW 30 • • • • • •

HD 2.30G NEW 30 • • • • • •

HD 2.20s NEW 31 • • • • • • •

HD 2.10 NEW 31 • • • • • •

IE 80 32 • • • • • •

IE 60 32 • • • • • •

IE 8i 33 • • • • •

CX 5.00i 33 • • • • • •

CX 5.00G 33 • • • • • •

CX 3.00 34 • • • • • •

CX 2.00i 34 • • • • • •

CX 2.00G 34 • • • • •

CX 1.00 35 • • • • • •

MX 585 35 • • • •

MX 375 35 • • • •
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“Made for iPod”, “Made for iPhone” and “Made for iPad” mean that an 
electronic accessory has been designed to connect specifically to iPod, 
iPhone or iPad, respectively, and has been certified by the developer to 
meet Apple performance standards. Apple is not responsible for the 
operation of this device or its compliance with safety and regulatory 
standards. iPad, iPhone, iPod, iPod classic, iPod nano, iPod shuffle and 
iPod touch are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other 
countries. 

VoiceMax™ is a trademark of Sennheiser Communications.

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth® SIG,  
Inc. and any use of such is under license. Dolby is a registered trade- 
mark of Dolby Laboratories.

Microsoft, Xbox™, Xbox™360 and Xbox™Live are either registered trade-
marks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the U.S. and/or other 
countries.

PS3™, PS4™ and PlayStation® are trademarks of Sony Computer 
Entertainment Inc. 

Microphone  
included

Bluetooth 
Compatible

Dolby Surround 
Sound

USB Connection

*  For detailed information on compatibility between Sennheiser  
products and smartphones please visit:  
http://www.sennheiser.com/smartphonecompatibility

**  For Mac and PS4™ users: All Sennheiser gaming headsets with  
2 plugs (micro phone & audio) can also be used on PS4™ with the  
PCV 05 or PCV 07 Audio Combo Adaptor. For Mac users we 
recommend to use the PCV 07 Audio Combo Adaptor.
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HD 7 DJ 36 • • • • •

HD 205-II 39 • • • • •

Travel

PXC 550 NEW 40 • • • • • • • • • •

PXC 480 NEW 43 • • • • • • • •

CXC 700 43 • • • • • •

Gaming

GAME ZERO** 45 • • • •

GAME ONE** 46 • • • •

PC 373D NEW 46 • • •

GSP 350 NEW 47 • • •

GSP 300 NEW 47 • • • •

GSX 1000 NEW 48 • •

GSX 1200 Pro NEW 48 • •

PCV 05 49

PCV 07 49

Sports

MX 686G 50 • • • • • •

CX 686G 52 • • • • • •

OCX 686i 53 • • • • • • •

OCX 686G 53 • • • • • • •

PMX 686i 53 • • • • • • •

PMX 686G 53 • • • • • • •

Internet Telephony

PC 36 CALL  
CONTROL 54 • • • •

PC 230 56 • • •

PC 131 56 • • •

PC 31-II 57 • • •

PC 26 CALL  
CONTROL 57 • • • •

PC 8 USB 58 • • • •

PC 7 USB 58 • • • •
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PC 3 CHAT 59 • • •

PC 2 CHAT 59 • • •

Mobile  
Communications

PRESENCE™ BASIC 60 • • • • • • •

VMX 200-II 62 • • • • • • •

EZX 80 62 • • • • • • •

EZX 70 63 • • • • • • •
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